
 
 
 
 

In towns and cities across Europe, the most notable local landmark is often a  

castle—and for good reason, as the formidable buildings offer an intriguing  

look into the stories, wars, and aesthetics of people long past. With so many  

to choose from, how can you tell which ones are worth the visit?  

Uniworld has taken the time to curate a list for you, accumulated from  

their decades of exploring Europe. 

 

 



Uniworld’s Six Favorite European Castles 
 

 

An iconic element of the Bratislava skyline,  
this castle's bright white exterior shines  

beautifully over the city. Hike here on our  
Enchanting Danube cruise for a closer  

look—and don't miss the incredible  
views from the top of the hill. 

 

 

Dozens of castles dot the hills of the Rhine,  
but what makes the Marksburg unique is  
that it's the only one that has never been  
damaged. Step back 700 years in time  
as you visit this monument to history  

on Castles Along the Rhine. 

 
 

 

Dine with royalty—a Habsburg directly  
descended from Archduke Franz Ferdinand  

of Austria—on a Delightful Danube  
& Prague excursion to this  

remarkable castle. 

 

 

Also known as Cochem Castle, this hilltop  
gem is as charming as the pretty town  

below it. You'll see why the Reichsburg is  
a favorite of visitors to Germany on their  
Magnificent Moselle & Rhine cruise. 

 

 



 

Hidden in the Paduan countryside that  
could compete against the most beautiful  

in Europe, if only more people knew it  
existed. Discover the gorgeous estate for  

yourself on Milan, Venice & the  
Jewels of Veneto . 

 

 

Though "château" literally translates to  
"castle," many of Bordeaux's châteaux are  

instead large wine estates. This one,  
however, is a true classic castle, sitting in  
the heart of the Sauternes region. Toast a  

glass of the sweet wine here with the  
owners on Brilliant Bordeaux. 

 

 

To book your Uniworld river cruise, 
 

Contact: 
Dimensions in Travel 

415-883-3245  
info@dimensionsintravel.com 

 
 
 


